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Abstract

We review the Feldstein-Horioka (1980) approach to the measurement o

degree of international capital mobility by the size of the saving-investm

correlation; we conclude that it raises many problems. Instead, we employ G

ger causality tests to measure capital mobility using quarterly data for a sam

of 7 industrialised economies for a) the post-war period; and b) the 1980s

1990s. For the cointegrated saving and investment ratios in the entire sa

(Australia-UK), causality goes from saving to investment. For the sin

(German) cointe-grated pair of the 1980s and 1990s, causality runs in

opposite direction. We interpret this as evidence of increased internati

financial market integration post-1980. 

• JEL Classifications: F360, F410.

• Key Words: International Financial Market Integration, Capital Mobility

Granger Causality. 

I. Introduction

The growing international financial market integration and the resulting ca
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mobility across countries has given rise to a mushrooming literature over re
years, for reasons that appear justified. Indeed, the unimpeded internationa

of capital has a number of important theoretical and policy-related conseque

It enables the most profitable investment opportunities worldwide to be und

ken and therefore affects relative growth rates and possibly generates co

gence. Through the provision of more saving opportunities, it gives rise to

ficient and welfare-enhancing diversification of consumption risks. Further-m
it impinges on the incidence of taxation and the ability of macroeconomic po

to have real effects domestically. Furthermore, the choice of optimal exchang

regime touches (in both theory and history) on that question.1 Last but not least,

the degree of international capital mobility is necessary as a precon-dition fo

validity of the intertemporal approach in macroeconomics, generally, and the

we view the current account, in particular. For overviews, see Feld-stein (1
and Obstfeld (1998). 

Perfect capital mobility may be defined as unfettered international trad

assets (see Obstfeld, 1986; Stulz, 1986). Reasons for its failure include o

restrictions, transactions costs, or taxes. Moreover, on top of institutional im

diments, limited mobility may be due to home country bias in portfolio form

tion,2 rules of thumb like matching assets and liabilities by currency (Feldstein
Horioka, 1980), (large) country size (see Baxter and Crucini, 1993) or endoge

government policy (current account targeting, see Summers, 1988). There

been various attempts at measuring the extent to which capital flows a

borders without impediments. Direct measurements, like in Mathieson and R

Suarez (1994) and Grilli et al. (1995), show that, broadly speaking, internation

financial markets have been liberalised during the late 70s and 80s in the de
ed countries, while they have remained restricted in less-developed ones. 

Different, more indirect, approaches at measurement have been survey

Obstfeld (1986, 1995): Inter alia, they inspect interest rate linkages amon

countries, or investigate whether consumption risks have been fully diversifie

examine whether international portfolios are optimally composed. While us

evidence can be gleaned from such approaches (pointing to the fact that 
national financial markets are increasingly becoming integrated among deve

1Naturally, capital mobility impinges also on currency movements. Alyousha and Tsoukis (20
investigate the role of capital mobility for the 1997 Asian crisis.

2Obstfeld (1995) discusses the possible reasons that give rise to the home bias and analy
concomitant international diversification puzzle.
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countries), it is argued that most approaches to measurement are saddle
problems of inconsistency with economic theory and require considerable vo

and precision of data. Hence, most of these approaches do not seem to have

on. Instead, the approach of measurement which seems to have had the g

impact in initiating a strand of literature is that of Feldstein and Horioka (19

henceforth FH) who first offered indirect evidence based on the degree of co

tion between saving and investment. Apart from relying on data that is am
available, this correlation approach is also directly related to intertemporal t

as the saving-investment difference equals the current account and hen

accumulation of external assets. In the next section, we review its rationale a

criticisms against it as a valid measurement of the degree of international c

mobility. The bulk of the arguments now point to the con-clusion that examina

of the saving-investment correlation is not informative for that purpose. 
In this paper, while still focusing on saving and investment ratios, we follo

different approach to the measurement of capital mobility, based on exam

their causal ordering. As explained in section 3, the underlying rationale is 

similar to that originally put forward by FH that initiated the measuremen

correlation. However, this method is free of the problems that saddle FH-

correlations because it distinguishes between a high correlation as the res
factors unrelated to financial market integration per se (e.g. the need to maintain

external solvency, large country size, and the like), and a certain causal ord

as the result of capital mobility itself. We employ quarterly data, in contras

almost all the previous literature, and hence avoid the serious problems asso

with a high degree of temporal aggregation. Our sample consists of 7 cou

that are a representative mix of industrialised economies. In view of the fac
financial liberalisation has occurred mostly since 1980 on a major scale,3 we

perform the tests for the whole of our post-war sample and for the 1980s

1990s separately. 

To preamble, we arrive at mixed findings, namely a general lack of cointe

tion between (gross) saving and investment ratios; causality going from savi

investment for Australia and the UK in the entire sample; and the opposite c
ordering for Germany post-1980. There is thus some evidence that interna

3Financial liberalisation has been spurred and accompanied by improved communication and trans
technologies, the creation of new financial products and financial deregulation. Evidence of g
international financial market integration post-1975 is offered by Mathieson and Rojas-Suarez (
Grilli et al. (1995) and it is corroborated by the indirect measurements surveyed by Obstfeld (19
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financial markets have become more integrated and that capital mobility
increased in recent decades. As mentioned, Section 2 contains a survey 

relevant literature and a critical review of the validity of this approach to 

measurement of the degree of capital mobility. Section 3 proceeds to emp

tests of causality, while Section 4 concludes.

II. The Feldstein-Horioka puzzle:4 A Review5

In their seminal paper of 1980, FH provided evidence that saving and in

ment ratios are highly correlated across a sample of developed countrie

members of OECD) for the period 1960-74. They argued that such evidence

in the face of views that capital is internationally mobile: In a closed econo

saving equals investment. In an open economy with mobile capital, how
saving and investment decisions would be separate: Saving pursues the h

return worldwide while investment, driven by marginal productivity of cap

considerations, is financed by the world pool of available loanable funds. 

saving-investment correlation should therefore be low in this case. Apart fro

policy relevance, the finding of a high correlation would invalidate the interte

poral approach in international macroeconomics which rests fundamentally o
assumption of (perfect) capital mobility.

Empirical work typically (starting from the original FH (1980) paper) beg

with cross-section regressions of the form (in obvious notation):

(1)

The ratios represent period averages and countries are indexed by i. The FH

finding of β=1 (statistically) signifies complete lack of mobility whereas β=0 is

the perfect capital mobility case.

This finding has been substantiated by further empirical work using cr

section regressions with period averages, namely by Feldstein and Basc

(1991, 23 OECD countries, 1974-86), Obstfeld (1995, 22 OECD countries, 1
90), Tesar (1991, 24 OECD countries, 1960-86) and Taylor (1996, who use

I i

Yi

---- α= β
Sii

Yi

----- ui+ +

4The puzzle arises since the developments in financial markets mentioned above coexist with evid
capital immobility. 

5This review is only partial and is mainly meant as an introduction to the approach we follow 
Coakley, Kulasi and Smith (1998) is a wider-ranging survey offering additional information. See
Alyousha and Tsoukis (2000a).
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torical series 1850-1992 for 11 OECD countries and Argentina). Obstfeld (1
presents direct correlations for 7 OECD countries. It appears to be a stylis-e

that saving and investment as ratios over GDP are significantly correlated wit

regression coefficient β (termed the savings retention coefficient by Feldstein a

Baccheta, 1991) often insignificantly different from 1. The extensive list of stu

reviewed in Coakley et al. (1998) shows this finding to be robust across tim

periods (particularly when the data coverage extends to the 1980s and bey6

and across estimation methods. However, such a close relationship is less e

in non-OECD countries, particularly LDCs, which compounds the puzzle in 

financial liberalisation has been much less pronounced among LDCs 

Mathieson and Rojas-Suarez, 1994). Country-by-country and time series s

also confirm these findings; see Alyousha and Tsoukis (2000a) for details.

In other words, there is now a large body of empirical work pointing to 
statistically significant nature of (1). Notwithstanding the robustness of the f

ing, particularly in cross-section regressions, there is no agreement on the va

of the foregoing approach to the measurement of international capital mob

There is also scepticism as to whether the persistently high correlation is inde

illustration of low mobility. We next review the criticisms of this approach a

valid measurement of the degree of international capital mobility. 
Firstly, various difficulties surround the econometric techniques; such issue

reviewed in Obstfeld (1995) and Taylor (1996). Obviously, saving and investm

are both endogenous variables, which is perhaps particularly damaging fo

cross-section estimation.7 Endogeneity is also an important issue when it come

the interpretation of the β coefficient; see below. Further difficulty with the cros

section estimation stems from the heterogeneity of country experiences acro
period (Obstfeld, 1995 Taylor, 1996).

The second objection is related to the economic interpretation, or rather la

it, of the β coefficient in (1): That coefficient has no theoretical foundation nor a

obvious connection with any structural parameter associated with preferenc

technology. Moreover, it is now well understood that general equilibrium, optim

6The conclusion on robustness across time may not be shared by all authors. See, for instan
evidence presented by Obstfeld (1986, 1995), Taylor (1996) and Hussein (1998) pointing tentati
a decreased correlation post-1974. Sarno and Taylor (1998) point out with UK data that there
empirically useful distinction between short- and long-run correlations.

7It has to be noted, however, that Feldstein and Horioka (1980) themselves tested for this w
substantially altering their conclusions. Hussein (1998) used appropriate time-series techniq
account for endogeneity and confirmed the long-run correlation for 23 OECD countries, 1960-9
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ing models can yield positively correlated responses of saving and investme
productivity shocks, particularly if they are correlated across countries (Obs

1986; Mendoza, 1994; Baxter and Crucini, 1993; Razin, 1995). Finally, there i

possibility of omitted variables driving both saving and investment like in-te

rates, demographic variables, growth, the terms of trade, etc.; see the re-vie

Obstfeld (1995), Razin (1995), Tesar (1991) and Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996).

Two serious implications arise out of these considerations: As Taylor (1
notes, there is no natural benchmark for β, so that only comparison across time 

actual correlation estimates, if anything, are meaningful, and not any car

interpretation of actual numbers. Second, Mendoza (1994) points out that a c

degree of correlation can be given by more than one configurations of ca

mobility and structural parameters; this observational equivalence make

ference on the changing degree of capital mobility across time periods, bas
the changing correlation estimate, invalid. 

Finally, we turn to an increasingly advocated line of argument that may p

even more scathing in the long term. Among the reasons that have been sug

as sources of the high correlation, is the possibility that, because of the 

temporal budget constraint any economy faces, saving and investment are 

together in the long run. If this is the case, then both cross-section correla
(with data averaged over long periods) will be high and long-term time-serie

saving and investment will be cointegrated (Obstfeld, 1995; Coakley et al., 1996).

This argument has been formally shown, for cross-section regressions by J

(1998). This accords with the analysis of Trehan and Walsh (1991) who show

with a variable real interest rate, stationarity of the current account is a suffi

condition for long-run external solvency. Such arguments have led to the c
that the finding of cointegration between saving and investment (such as rep

by Coakley et al., 1996; Coakley and Kulasi, 1998, Taylor, 1996; Jansen, 19

among others) is due only to the external solvency constraint and is uninform

about the degree of international capital mobility; see Sinn (1992) and Coaklet

al. (1996). 

III. Unit Root and Causality Tests

For all these reasons, it appears that a growing number of researche

sceptical about the ability of a simple saving-investment correlation and

regressions in the form of (1), either cross-sectional or based on time-seri
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give useful information about the degree of capital mobility in the world econo
and on whether this is changing over time. Recently, a new approach was ini

by Argimon and Roldan (1994) who investigated the (long-run) causal orde

between the saving and investment ratios. The basic insight behind such t

that the direction of causality between saving and investment differs accordi

the degree of capital mobility: In closed economies (whereby capital is compl

immobile), investment is undertaken with domestic resources only. Hence
amount of available savings (either current or accumulated) determines in

ment in the long run. (In the short run, of course, there may be an inverse c

effect due to Keynesian multiplier effects of investment). In contrast, in o

economies with fully mobile capital, investment decisions are independen

domestic saving, since they can be financed from the world pool of avai

savings; in turn, investment determines output and saving in the long term. In
cases, cointegration between saving and investment should hold, as it

necessary and sufficient condition for causality to exist in at least one way. 

Consequently, we examine long-run Granger causality between the saving

ratio and the investment/GDP ratio. A finding of causality running primarily fr

the former to the latter is indicative of low international capital mobility for t

country concerned, while the opposite would be true in the reverse ca
ordering. The actual degree can be gauged from the relative strength of

causal effect. As a prerequisite for the examination of Granger causality, we

inspect the series for univariate and multivariate unit roots. Because of incre

financial market integration in the developed world as analysed, but also sinc

data spans the Bretton-Woods era in which capital mobility was restricte

maintain the fixed exchange rate arrangements (Obstfeld and Taylor, 199
addition to testing for capital mobility for the whole sample, this paper will test

capital mobility for the period starting form 1980. The results on the whole sam

and from 1980 onwards are presented accordingly.

Our argument rests on the equivalence between cointegrating relationship

some kind of causality or long-run exogeneity: Since Granger causality essen

implies correlation and time precedence, a clear-cut indication of causality w
imply that developments in one variable precede those in the other and henc

reasonably be treated as exogenous shocks. Thus, our work is in one respec

FH tradition, in that the context is a partial equilibrium one, disregarding 

effects of omitted variables or more fundamental shocks, such as those cons

in general equilibrium models, that may simultaneously affect both series
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another respect, or work departs from the FH tradition by refuting their inter
tation of the saving-investment correlation. In this way, our approach is consi

with the possibility that a high long-run correlation may arise for reasons 

relate to external solvency (Coakley et al., 1996; Trehan and Walsh, 1991). It i

also free of the problems of natural benchmark for correlation and observat

equivalence. Consequently, our causality tests remain firmly in the spirit of the

main argument, while arguably avoiding many of the weaknesses of the orig
correlation-type measurement. 

Our sample consists of quarterly seasonally adjusted data for 7 industria

economies for the best part of the post-war era: Australia (1959III-97II), Can

(1957IV-98I), Germany (1978II-94II), Japan (1957IV-97IV), Netherlands (197

98I), United Kingdom (1957IV-98I) and United States (1957IV-98I). This is

representative sample of industrialised economies in the sense that they 
from small open economies to larger ones and even to ones like the USA or 

that may be considered as quasi-closed by the magnitude of their current ac

GDP ratios. Our variables are the gross investment-to-GDP and gross savi

GDP ratios (IR and SR, respectively). The series used in their construction 

obtained from the IMF International Financial Statistics; the availability of

quarterly GNP data effectively dictated our sample.8 Though it may be argued tha
the use of gross, rather than net, series may artificially increase their corre

(because of the inclusion of capital depreciation in both), this is hardly a pro

in our context as cointegration will be the exception rather than the rule.  

Recent cointegration analyses of capital mobility are typically based on an

data (among the few exceptions are Miller, 1988 and Gulley, 1992, who only

US data). To our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to address the issue of c
mobility using quarterly data. One obvious advantage is that we minimise

distortion usually identified with temporally aggregated data and the risk of es

lishing spurious causality links (see Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1987). A

tionally, we increase the power of the unit root tests (Perron, 1989, Lahiri

Mamingi, 1995). Thus, part of our contribution is the investigation of the sav

investment relationship using quarterly data from a larger set of countries 
ever before.  

8The series were private consumption c (line 96f), government consumption g (91f), investment i (gross
fixed capital formation 93e+change in stocks 93i), GDP (99b.c) and GNP (99a). Then IR≡i/GDP,
SR≡(GNP−c−g)/GDP. The US data require a slight adjustment since they are given as govern
consumption+fixed capital formation (91ff) and private fixed capital formation (93ee).
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A. Testing for Univariate and Multivariate Unit Roots: The Whole Sample

The integration property of the series under consideration (SR and IR
determined with reference to the results of the Dickey-Fuller. The ADF te

based on (2):

 

(2)

Here  is the difference operator,  can be any of the ratio series. The da
all series are fitted to (2) except that of the Netherlands saving ratio where a

is added. The truncation lag parameter  is determined using the gener

specific strategy suggested by Ng and Perron (1995). Given that we are usi

quarterly data, an upper bound on the lag size was set at 8 without any 

bound. The results for the whole sample period are presented in the first p

Table 1. They show that all series are an integrated process of order one 
that of the Netherlands saving-GDP ratio. 

A major weakness of standard unit root tests emerges when a series has a

in its deterministic component. Such a break was experienced by the Ge

saving-GDP ratio in the early 1990s (the relevant Figure is contained in Alyo

and Tsoukis, 2000a, and is available on request). This may be the produ

German re-unification and the rise in government expenditure that accomp
it. In a seminal paper, Perron (1990) found that when the true data gene

process (DGP) is I(0) with the mean value subjected to a change, a unit roo

that does not account for the change in the intercept will erroneously fail to r

the null of I(1). Perron (1990) and a set of other studies suggest respecifyin

∆xi β= αxt 1– λ i∆xt 1–

t 1=

k

∑ εt+ + +

∆ x

k

Table 1. Univariate ADF Tests

Country
Whole sample 1980I to end

Sample period IR SR IR SR

Australia 59III-97II −1.298 −1.482 −1.584 −2.143
Canada 57IV-98I −2.416 −1.645 −2.622 −1.917
Germany 78II-94II −2.302 −0.276 −2.677 −0.324
Japan 57IV-97IV −2.390 −2.404 −1.560 −2.545
Netherlands 77I-98I −2.817 −4.179* −2.681 −3.017*
UK 57IV-98I −2.014 −2.069 −2.720 −2.400
USA 57IV-98I −2.785 −2.381 −1.960 −1.946

A * indicates significance at the 5% level.  
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model by adding dummy variable(s) to (2) to account for the break. The fall in

saving ratio was gradual, so we estimate an innovational outlier model wher

structural change is hypothesised to occur gradually. We follow the metho

Perron and Vogelsang (1992) which is appropriate for a non-trending serie

the German SR and also lets the timing of the break to be determined empir
For the German SR, the break is shown to have occurred during the third q

of 1990. The relevant t-statistic of −2.47 fails to reject the null hypothesis that th

series is an integrated process of order one.

The unit root results are largely consistent with findings obtained by prev

authors (such as Coakley and Kulasi, 1997; Hussein, 1998) using annually a

gated data. These results suggest that except for the Netherlands saving 
neither saving nor investment is close to being a fixed proportion of GDP

stationary around a mean value.9

Following the results of unilateral unit root tests, cointegration tests for

and IR pairs are conducted for all countries except the Netherlands. Inferen

the multivariate unit root is based on Johansens (1988, 1991) likelihood 

test. The order of each VAR is determined using the Schwarz Baye
Information Criterion. The maximal eigenvalue and trace statistics are prese

in the first part of Table 2; significance is determined on the critical values g

Table 2. Multivariate Unit Root (Likelihood Ratio) Tests

Country
Whole sample 1980I-end

The Null Maximum Eigenvalue Trace Maximum Eigenvalue Trace

Australia
r = 0
r ≤ 1

36.829*
03.575

40.403*
03.575

12.371
02.876

15.247
02.876

Canada
r = 0
r ≤ 1

11.437
02.803

14.240
02.803

07.245
02.538

09.783
02.538

Germany
r = 0
r ≤ 1

10.931
00.021

10.952
00.021

14.170**
00.009

14.178**
00.009

Japan
r = 0
r ≤ 1

06.683
02.949

09.811
02.949

09.651
01.946

11.596
01.946

UK
r = 0
r ≤ 1

12.422*
00.002

12.424*
00.002

06.558
03.964

10.522
03.964

USA r = 0 r ≤ 1
09.221
07.029

16.250
07.029

06.114
04.530

10.644
04.530

Notes: An * and ** stand for significant at 5% and 10% level respectively. 

9While there may be good a-priori reasons to suggest that saving and investment ratios are bounded in
the long run, and therefore are I(0) variables, they may not be so in our (finite) sample as the tes
suggest.
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in Mac-Kinnon (1991). The test shows the presence of a long run relation
between the investment-GDP ratio and the saving-GDP ratio for Australia

the UK. For the other countries, the finding of non-cointegration may be du

the low power of such tests in finite samples; or, possibly, the running

seemingly unsustainable current account positions during our sample perio

in the case of the US.

Implicit in the standard cointegration tests is the assumption that the co
grating vector is time-invariant. With the German data showing a structural b

the long run relationship between Germany’s saving-GDP and investment-

ratios is tested using Gregory and Hansens (1996) residual-based test for c

gration. It tests the null that the cointegrating vector is time-invariant agains

alternative that the long run vector had a break in its deterministic setup.

results, not shown here but available on request, failed to reject the null tha
cointegrating relationship is time-invariant. Based on this, as well as the resu

the standard Johanssen test, we can conclude that the German saving and

ment ratios do not enter a long-run relation. 

The direction of long-run causality between the two ratios is tested by mea

the Johansen test. Table 3 presents the results. For both countries in questi

results indicate that over the long run, saving significantly Granger-causes in
ment, and not vice versa. In other words, there is little capital mobility in these

countries, as the causal relation between saving and investment is similar to 

a closed economy. 

Concluding, wherever long-run causality tests are possible, they point to 

capital mobility in the post-war period. These results are generally in agree

with those reported in Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) who find that the Bre
Woods era has been one of historically low international capital mobility. In

many cases where cointegration has not been achieved, though, we r

agnostic over the degree of capital mobility. We next examine whether that pi

changed sub-stantially starting from the early 1980s. 

Table 3. Long Run Causality (Whole sample)

Country
χ(l) F(d, n−k)

SR to IR IR to SR SR to IR IR to SR

Australia 26.589* 1.228 27.135* 1.253
UK 04.984* 0.013 04.900* 0.014

Notes: Based on Johansen’s Likelihood test. An * implies significance at 5% level.
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B. Testing for Univariate and Multivariate Unit Roots: From 1980I Onwards

Similar tests and strategies are followed in testing for capital mobility for

post-1979IV era. The univariate integration tests point to similar results as t

obtained for the whole sample using the Dickey-Fuller tests (see Table 1). A

for the German saving ratio, the test for structural break failed to reject the n

unit root (t-statistic=−2.30). As in the case of the whole sample, cointegrat

analysis is carried out for 6 countries. The results for this period find a 
pronounced long-run relation between the two ratios. The likelihood ratio test

strongly rejects the null of no cointegration for Germany and fails to reject i

all other countries. Once again, our results on the lack of cointegration, p

cularly for the 1980I-onwards era, is open to interpretation. It may be consi

with the fact that some of the economies in question continue to run large cu

account deficits or surpluses which appear unsustainable in our time horizon
disappearance of cointegration in the cases of Australia and the UK occu

parallel with the findings of descriptive analyses of increasing international

ancial market integration. Since accumulating unsustainable external pos

involves international asset trade anyway, we could interpret this resu

evidence of increased capital mobility in the 1980s and 1990s.

Additionally, as the German saving ratio has a break, that long run relations
re-tested using the Gregory-Hansen test. The result (again not shown for econo

space) also failed to reject the null of no cointegration. The German case is the

the only one that permits long run causality tests; those were conducted usin

Johansen procedure. The outcome (see Table 4) points to a specific causal o

that is in tandem with perfect capital mobility, i.e.. that causality runs fr

investment to saving. The result of a high capital mobility in Germany in re
years is the only one in this direction that we are able to find.

IV. Conclusions

This paper addresses international capital mobility and its measurement b

Table 4. Long Run Causality (1980I-end of the sample)

Country
χ(l) F(d, n−k)

SR to IR IR to SR SR to IR IR to SR

Germany 2.770 4.504* 2.750 4.536*
Notes: Based on Johansens Likelihood test. An * implies significance at 5% level.
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use of Granger causality tests among the saving-GDP and investment-GDP 
Our argument is that inference on the degree of capital mobility can be made

the causal ordering between the two ratios: Causality running from savin

investment would be an indication of an effectively closed economy, while

opposite causal direction would imply international movement of capital. 

rationale is essentially the same as that invoked by Feldstein and Horioka (1

To our knowledge, such tests overcome many of the difficulties saddling t
tional, FH-type correlation measurements, as reviewed in Section 2, but have

been employed in empirical work by Argimon and Roldan (1994). Importan

cointegration needs to be examined as a prerequisite for causality to exist. U

most time series work in this area, we utilise quarterly data of the post-war p

(in all cases running up to the end of 1997) for a representative sample

industrialised countries. 
The results for two periods (full sample and post-1980I) raise consider

ambiguity about cointegration between the saving and investment ratios

pointed out in section 2, such mixed evidence in country-by-country sav

investment cointegration is not uncommon and raises at least the possibil

unsustainable external positions for a number of these economies. How

proper investigation of external solvency and related issues is beyond the sc
this paper. A different interpretation of non-cointegration may center on the

power of tests in finite samples; or that it is quite consistent with intertemp

optimisation during finite samples when consumption-tilting is present (see

intertemporally optimising model of Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996). 

Where cointegration is obtained for the whole of the sample (Australia 

UK), Granger-causality tests are possible and show causality to run from sav
investment, indicating little capital mobility. For the post-1980I period, coin

gration is found only for Germany and in this case causality runs from invest

to saving. Hence, our overall conclusion is that there is little concrete eviden

capital mobility for the 7 industrialised countries in our complete sample. On t

grounds, we support the general findings of Feldstein and Horioka (1980) a

the subsequent literature for the post-war period in its entirety. Yet, capital m
lity evidently increases for Germany post-1980I. Moreover, cointegration is 

post-1980 even for Australia and the UK. Such persistent current accoun

balances for these countries make the detection of a long-run saving-inves

causal relation difficult. However, they may possibly be the product of finan

liberalisation, in which case, together with the German causality evidence, 
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external asset build-ups do indicate that international capital mobility has inc
ed in the post-1980 era. In all, there is some evidence that financial markets

become more integrated and globalised in the post-Bretton-Woods era, in line

the conclusions of Obstfeld and Taylor (1997). 
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